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The Green period is the trainee’s last six months at
KOTO. In this period trainees transit into the Independent Living stage where they move out of KOTO housing to live outside. The aim, during this final phase, is to
support trainees with soft skills and practical skills they
would need for entering the work place. These include
independent living skills such as forward planning, time
management and budgeting. They also study Job
Search skills covering resume writing, sourcing jobs,
and undergoing practice interviews.
The Green period also opens a next chapter of real
professional training for trainees as they will take turn in
groups to do three months work experience at an international hotel and an up market, stand alone restaurant.
During work experience, trainees will work in shifts

INDEPENDENT LIVING
Ha has become more involved with the group
after living independently. He always tried to
overcome difficulties in living with others and
to manage conflicts within the group. He
became more proactive and responsible with
his role in life and in work.

LIFE SKILLS
Ha has a good attitude toward the work. He
attended all group activites, but has not been
responsible or engaged in the work. He also
needs to ensure he speaks at clearly and at an
appropriate volume to best serve customers.

WORK REPLACEMENT
Pearl River Hotel

WORK EXPERIENCE
During the internship, Ha acted professionally, had a gentle attitude, and collaborated
with customers and colleagues. He integrated
quickly to his new working environment. He is
very hard-working and eager to learn from his
colleagues. He is also good at comlying with
the rules of the restaurant.

GREEN PROJECT
Ha participated in the Cleaning Storage
Project. During the project Ha's group made
some contributions. Although Ha was the
class leader he he did not show many leadership skills. He was not successful in engaging
other trainees. In the final report, Ha participated in the presentation. He still needs to be
more confident and create more well-structured conent. The group finally resulted in
earning 2.8 million VND for the class fund.

